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Abstract: The quality of machine translation systems decreases considerably when dealing with long sentences. In this paper, a transfer-based system is developed for translating long Arabic noun sentences into English. A simple method used for dividing a long sentence into phrases based on conjunctions, prepositions, and quantifier particles. These particles divide a sentence into phrases. The phrases of a source sentence are translated individually. In the end of translation process, target sentence is constructed by connecting the translated phrases. The system was tested on 100 thesis long titles from the management and economy domain. The results show that the method is very efficient with most of the tested sentences.
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1. Introduction

Machine Translation (MT) is a field of computational linguistics that aims to translate one natural language into another natural language. Having input sentence in a language (source), the MT system generates a sentence in another language (target) equivalent to the source sentence in meaning. There are many obstacles on developing a MT that conveys the complete meaning from source language to target language because of the high complexity of natural languages [3]. Nevertheless, the advancement in technology provides efficient tools for enhancing the accuracy of MT systems [4].

The major techniques used in MT systems are rule-based, statistical, and example-based techniques [7][19]. Rule-based MT is based on linguistic information that includes morphological, syntactic, and semantic of both the source and target languages.

The statistical and example-based techniques need parallel corpora for translation [18]. A hybrid method that combines more than one technique provides better quality for the translation system [14].

There are three approaches being used for developing rule-based translation systems: direct translation, transfer-based translation, and interlingua-based translation. While the direct approach uses word-to-word translation, the transfer-based approaches apply linguistic rules for creating a transitional representation from which the target language is generated. With interlingua approaches, the source language is mapped to an abstract intermediate representation from which the target language is generated [16].

In the transfer-based approach, the translation process of an input sentence passes through three steps. First step is the syntactic analysis that produces an abstract representation of the input sentence. In second step, the abstract representation of input language is transferred to abstract representation of target language. In this step, grammatical rules of both languages are used for relating every input representation to some corresponding target representation. Last step is the generation of output sentence in target language.

Most of researchers who are interested in translation between Arabic and English concentrated on transfer-based technique for implementing their systems. Furthermore, most of these systems concentrated on noun phrases [10, 17] and verb phrases [2] rather than long sentences. Some translators are implemented for sentences on distinct domains of knowledge such as statistical [1] and interrogative [15] fields. The achieved researches on the translation of long sentences in other languages are much more than that achieved on translation to and from Arabic language [12, 13].

The objective of this paper is to implement a transfer-based machine translation system for long Arabic noun sentence into English. The source sentence is segmented into phrases by considering the prepositions, conjunctions, and other particles as shallow separators, which means that the phrases before and after a separator are syntactically and semantically separated. Investigating the structure of Arabic long noun sentences, and the role of the particles in connecting the parts of a sentence, is based on analyzing real titles of 100 M.Sc. theses in the field of management and economy. The system is tested on all the 100 titles.
2. Arabic Simple Noun-Phrase

2.1. Arabic Noun

Most nouns [8] in Arabic are derived from three-consonantal root. There are a number of affixes added to the simple nouns to indicate their definiteness, case, and number. There are two genders in Arabic: masculine and feminine. The plural in Arabic takes two forms, broken plural which has different patterns and sound plural. Sound plural uses different suffixes for masculine sound plural and feminine sound plural. The masculine sound plural is marked for nominative with ( 'مندرّسون', teachers), and for genitive and accusative with ( 'مندرّسين', teachers). The suffix 'ات' is used for feminine sound plural.

Apart from a plural, Arabic also has a dual. This is formed with the suffix "ان" for nominative nouns, whether masculine ( 'مندرّساتين', teachers) or feminine ( 'مندرّساتين', teachers) and 'ان' is used for genitive and accusative ( 'مندرّساتين', teachers) and ( 'مندرّساتين', teachers) for masculine and ( 'مندرّساتين', teachers) for feminine.

2.2. Noun Phrase

A Noun Phrase (NP) is a phrase whose head is a noun or a pronoun, optionally accompanied by a set of modifiers. Arabic nouns can be modified in different ways, by demonstratives and adjectives. Arabic has two demonstratives, (هذا) and (ذلقت). A demonstrative is placed before the noun it modifies. A noun modified by a demonstrative also takes the definite article (هذا الكتاب, 'this book').

Adjectives always have a masculine and a feminine form. Adjectives agree with the noun in gender, case, number, and definiteness:

- معلمُ جميلُ: a beautiful horse
- المعلم جميل: the beautiful horse

Note that when the noun is definite and the adjective indefinite, the phrase is interpreted as a sentence (المعلم جميل, the horse is beautiful).

2.3. Possessive Structure

A noun can be modified by another noun. The two nouns, head noun and modifier, form a rigid structure. The order is always the head noun followed by a modifier. The head noun is not marked for definiteness, while the modifier must be marked for definiteness:

- كتبُ الرجل: the man’s book

Dual and plural nouns can also be modified by a genitive noun. In this case, masculine sound plurals and duals lose their normal suffix (e.g., معلمِ, 'teachers of the school').

The possessor that modifies a noun can be a pronoun. In Arabic, this genitive pronoun takes the form of a suffix on the noun. The full paradigm is given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Dual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>كتابُ الرجل</td>
<td>كتابين  الرجل</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>كتابا كتبان</td>
<td>كتابين كتابتان</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>كتابها كتابات</td>
<td>كتابير كتابير</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A possessive structure can be modified by demonstratives and adjectives. If a demonstrative is added to the genitive modifier, it is placed before this noun:

- كتاب هذا الرجل: this man’s book

Adding an adjective to the genitive modifier is straightforward, the adjective follows the genitive noun and agrees with it in the usual manner:

- صاحب البيت الكبير: owner of the big house

In this example, there are two nouns followed by an adjective. The adjective modifies second noun, hence the similarity between them in case and definiteness. In such phrases, diacritics are crucial in determining the modified noun. Ambiguities can still exist with using diacritics if the modified noun and inner noun are of the same gender, number, and case [6]. The following phrase can be translated to “in the yard of wide school” or “in a wide yard of the school”.

In Arabic, there are usually attached to the beginning of a word to indicate its definiteness, case, and number. The full paradigm is given in Table 1.

Noun phrase can grow to include more inner nouns that may intervene between the modified noun and the modifier.

3. Connecting Particles

Arabic noun sentence can occur in two types; a single phrase and a combination of more than one phrase connected by some particles. The particles in Arabic include prepositions, conjunctions, interjections, and sometimes adverbs. Prepositions and conjunctions occur frequently in Arabic text. All prepositions in Arabic are added before nouns. Some of these are usually attached to the beginning of a word while the others are written separately [11].

Arabic uses small set of conjunctions, basically 'و', 'ف', and 'ثم'. Although these conjunctions can be translated to English word ‘and’, each has different function that indicate the semantic relations between sentence parts. Hence, translating Arabic conjunctions into English is not an easy task. However, modern standard Arabic reduces the meanings and the functions of conjunctions as well as it concentrates on using the conjunction 'و' much more than the others use.

To find the most used particles and the number of their occurrences in noun sentences, titles of 100 M.Sc.
theses in the field of management and economy are investigated. The results in Table 2 show that only few of prepositions 'في', 'على', 'من', 'ل', 'و' one quantifier 'بعض', and one conjunction particle 'و' are used in the selected text. The “others” column includes prepositions 'في', 'بين', 'مع', 'عن', 'ب', 'بعض', 'و' which are used very rare. The Table also shows the ratio of each particle to the total number of these particles, which are 309 particles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle</th>
<th>في</th>
<th>على</th>
<th>من</th>
<th>ل</th>
<th>و</th>
<th>ب</th>
<th>بعض</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>18.8%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>2.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The investigated titles vary in length of words. The shortest title has 6 words and the longest title has 25 words with average of 13.12 words. The number of noun phrases that construct the titles varies from 2 to 7 noun phrases. The analysis of the text includes the structure of noun phrases. The longest noun phrase has 6 words of nouns and adjectives. This form occurs only one time. The noun phrase which has 5 words occurs 8 times, all with the same form of four nouns followed by an adjective (N+N+N+N+ADJ). The most used phrases are formed from two, three, or four words of nouns and adjectives.

### System Description

To achieve the aim of the paper, a complete transfer-based translation system is implemented. The system comprises Arabic lexicon, rules database, Arabic/English dictionary, and English lexicon. The system structure is given in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Overall structure of the system.](image_url)

The Arabic sentence is entered to the system and it passes through the following steps:

- **Tokenizing and Sentence Segmentation**: The sentence is separated into tokens. Each token is a word or a separator. The separators divide the sentence into phrases. Each Arabic phrase is translated by itself to English phrase in a later stage of the system. For example, the sentence (أثر التضخم في الأداء المالي، 'the inflation effect in the financial performance') is divided into two phrases (أثر التضخم، 'the inflation effect') and (في الأداء المالي, 'the financial performance').

- **Morphological Analyzer**: If a word is not found in the Arabic lexicon, it will pass through a light stemming procedure. Stemming improves the performance of the system by reducing words variations [5]. Light stemming refers to a process of removing a small set of prefixes and/or suffixes, without trying to deal with infixes, or recognize patterns and find roots [9]. Morphological analyzer is connected directly to Arabic lexicon. The lexicon holds all features of a word, which include broken plural form, part of speech (noun, proper noun, adjective, infinitive, pronoun, demonstrative pronoun, and separator), gender, and number (singular and plural).

- **Arabic Rule Constructor**: Creation of Arabic rule is the most crucial stage. The rule of the Arabic phrase is constructed from the information obtained in the previous step. For example, if the Arabic phrase to be translated is ‘أحمد طالب كنيت’, the morphological analyzer will add the features of the words to the phrase as mentioned above. In this step, the system constructs an abstract rule expression that holds all required information for next step. The rule of this example will take the form PN+N(u)+ADJ(u) which means that our phrase is constructed from proper noun followed by undefined noun, and ended with undefined adjective. The argument ‘u’ is used for indefinite feature for nouns and adjectives. Other arguments that might be used in the rules are ‘d’ for definite, ‘m’ and ‘f’ for male and female gender feature, and ‘s’ and ‘p’ for single and plural number feature.

- **Word level translator**: A direct translator gets the English words from bilingual dictionary.

- **English Rule Construction**: In this stage, the system searches the database for the English rule that matches the Arabic rule constructed in a previous step. The system has 43 rules that cover all forms of Arabic noun phrases found in the text with the corresponding English rules. English rule is the base of building English phrase in next step.

- **English Sentence Generation**: The English rule and the information got from the English lexicon are used for constructing English phrases. English lexicon contains the following features that attached with English words: plural, part of speech, gender, and number.
After constructing all English phrases, they are connected with particles to generate the English sentence. The example in Figure 2 explains these steps:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{N(u) + N(d)} & \quad \text{N(d) + ADJ(d)} \\
\{\text{the}\} + N + N & \quad \{\text{the}\} + \text{ADJ} + N \\
\text{the inflation effect} & \quad \text{in the financial performance}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 2. Steps of translating Arabic sentence.

5. Results and Discussion

The main aim of testing the translator is to find weak points in the proposed method of segmenting and translating the Arabic sentence into English. The errors that are considered in the test are two types: errors in mistranslating the meaning of the particles and errors that occur due to the context of using the particles. For achieving the aim of the test, 100 titles of the M.Sc. theses mentioned above are translated by the system and the results are summarized in Table 3.

The results show that most of the particles are translated accurately. With the conjunction ‘\(\text{فية}\)’, one error occurs 8 times, and with the preposition ‘\(\text{ل}\)’ also one error occurs 9 times.

![Table 3. Results of testing the system.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>127</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The conjunction ‘\(\text{فية}\)’ is normally used to connect two noun phrases. Sometimes it is used to connect two nouns in the same phrase. The statement “تكنولوجيا المعلومات و الاتصالات” is translated to “information technology and the communications” instead of “information and communications technology”. On the other hand, the preposition ‘\(\text{فية}\)’ has two meanings, ‘for’ which is used by the system dictionary and produces 53 correct translations and ‘of’ which occurs 9 times in the tested sentences. There are some examples in Table 4 that show the output of the system for sentences include these particles.

Apart from the tested sentences, some other problems may occur due to the contexts in which a proposition is used. The preposition ‘\(\text{في}\)’ is sometimes given more accurate meaning when translated to ‘for’ instead of its normal meaning ‘in’. The same thing can be said for the preposition ‘\(\text{من}\)’ which can be translated to ‘of’ instead of its normal meaning ‘from’.

6. Conclusions

Machine translation systems cannot produce accurate translation as the human do. The problems increase as the sentence length increases. In this work, a transfer-based MT system is implemented for translating a long noun sentences from Arabic to English. Real titles of 100 theses from management and economy field are considered for analyzing noun sentences. The noun sentence is segmented into noun phrases separated by prepositions, conjunctions, or quantifiers and the separated phrases are translated individually.

The system gives one meaning for each particle, which is the most used meaning. The results of testing the system show that this method is efficient with most of the particles used in noun sentences. Two problems occur with two particles, the conjunction ‘\(\text{فية}\)’ and the preposition ‘\(\text{ل}\)’. The quality of translation can be improved with more investigation of sentence structure and word morphology and probably these improvements can be implemented in programming level of the system. The same method can be applied on other patterns of the language, such as verb sentence. However, there are more particles used in verb sentences. The systems that are implemented for different patterns of the language can be combined together for implementing more comprehensive system.
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